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SKEIN HOMOLOGY
DOUG BULLOCK, CHARLES FROHMAN, AND JOANNA KANIA-BARTOSZYN´SKA
1. Introduction
It is possible to introduce, for each skein module, a chain complex whose ho-
mology is a 3-manifold invariant and whose 0-th level is the original module. In
some sense the homology theories we construct measure skein relations among skein
relations, which mimics Hilbert’s theory of syzygies.
Skein modules were first introduced by Przytycki and Turaev [1, 2], with dif-
ferent motivations leading to various constructions. One in particular generalizes
the Kauffman bracket polynomial, itself a reformulation of the Jones polynomial.
We will explicitly define the homology modules based on the Kauffman bracket—a
procedure easily generalized to other skein modules—and demonstrate their non-
triviality.
2. The Kauffman Bracket Skein Module
Generally, skein modules are constructed as follows. Take a free module over
some coefficient ring, spanned by isotopy classes of links with some sort of dec-
oration. Decorations include orientation of the components and framings. You
then impose relations, which usually come in two sorts: skein relations and framing
relations. For example, to define the Kauffman bracket module we use the skein
relation = A +A−1 , and the framing relation L∪© = −(A2+A−2)L.
The first relation means that, outside of a small embedded ball in M , the three
links are identical, while inside they appear as shown. The second one means there
is a trivial component of the link that can be separated from the rest of the link by
a ball.
Actually the Kauffman bracket skein module is built from framed links, so you
should think of the diagrams above as representing pieces of flat annuli. Let
Z[A,A−1] be the ring of Laurent polynomials with integer coefficients. Let M
be a 3-manifold, and let L′(M) be the set of isotopy classes of framed links in M .
A framed link is an embedding of a disjoint union of annuli inM . Let S′(M) be the
smallest submodule of the free module Z[A,A−1]L′(M) containing all sums of the
form −A −A−1 , and L ∪©+ (A2 + A−2)L. The Kauffman bracket
skein module, K(M), is the quotient Z[A,A−1]L′(M)/S′(M).
One can define K(M) beginning with a slightly different basis. Let L(M) denote
the set of framed links with no trivial components. Let S(M) < Z[A,A−1]L(M)
be the submodule of generated by all sums of the form − A − A−1
with the stipulation that you use L ∪© = −(A2 + A−2)L to rewrite the relation
without trivial components.
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3. Kauffman Homology
A crossing ball for a framed link is an embedding of the pair (B3, D2) so that,
inside the crossing ball, the link is with D2 lying in the page. A framed link
with n crossing balls is one where the balls are ordered and disjoint. We number
the crossing balls from 1 to n, corresponding to their ordering. Two such objects
are equivalent if there is an ambient isotopy of the links that carries crossing ball
to crossing ball in an order preserving fashion. The set of isotopy classes, excluding
links with trivial components, will be denoted by Ln(M).
The ith ball operator,
∂i : Z[A,A
−1]Ln(M)→ Z[A,A−1]Ln−1(M),
is defined locally at the ith crossing ball by
7→ −A −A−1 ,
along with any necessary applications of L ∪© = −(A2 +A−2)L. For example,
∂i
( )
= −A −A−1
= +A(A2 +A−2) −A−1
= +A3 .
The ordering on the remaining crossing balls is induced by the original one. The
boundary operator ∂ : Z[A,A−1]Ln(M) → Z[A,A−1]Ln−1(M) is the alternating
sum
∑
i
(−1)i∂i. The boundary operator on framed links without crossing balls
is the zero map. The proof that ∂ ◦ ∂ = 0 is essentially the same as for singular
homology. Hence, we have a chain complex, (Z[A,A−1]Ln(M), ∂).
The cycles are
Zn(M) = ker{∂ : Z[A,A
−1]Ln(M)→ Z[A,A−1]Ln−1(M)},
the boundaries are
Bn(M) = im{∂ : Z[A,A
−1]Ln+1(M)→ Z[A,A−1]Ln(M)},
and the nth Kauffman homology of a manifold is
Kn(M) = Zn(M)/Bn(M).
We close this section with an example of a 2-cycle in S3. Consider the element
T =
of L2(S3), with the crossing balls numbered from left to right. The ball operators
are
∂1(T ) = −A −A
−1 , and
∂2(T ) = −A −A
−1 .
A rotation of each diagram by 180◦, shows that ∂1(T ) = ∂2(T ). Hence, ∂(T ) =
−∂1(T ) + ∂2(T ) = 0, so T is a 2-cycle.
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4. Examples
We will construct some cycles that represent nontrivial homology. The following
technique for showing that a chain is not a boundary is due to Chuck Livingston,
improving on our original device. Let ζ be a primitive sixth root of unity. Notice
that this implies that ζ + ζ−1 = 1. Since ζ2 is a third root of unity, ζ2+ ζ−2 = −1.
We define a map,
ǫ : Z[A,A−1]Ln → Z[ζ]
as follows. Each framed link L has ǫ(L) = 1. Set ǫ(A) = ζ, ǫ(A−1) = ζ−1, and
extend linearly.
Lemma 1. Bn ⊆ ker(ǫ)
Proof. Given L ∈ Ln+1(M),
ǫ(∂i(L)) = ǫ
(
−A −A−1
)
= 0,
provided there are no trivial components. However, if a diagram has a trivial
component,
ǫ(L ∪©) = ǫ(−(A2 +A−2)L) = ǫ(L),
so the computation above is still valid.
The example from the last section has ǫ(T ) 6= 0. Hence, T is not a boundary.
Therefore, K2(S
3) 6= 0. The construction generalizes easily.
Proposition 1. Suppose that L ∈ L2n(M) and that there exists a homeomorphism
h : M → M , isotopic to the identity, which cyclically permutes the crossing balls.
Then K2m(M) 6= 0.
We can apply this proposition to show that K2n(M) 6= 0 for any 3-manifold M .
For example, choose an annulus embedded in a ball in M , with 2n kinks in it (all
in the same direction) and surround each kink with a crossing ball. There is an
isotopy of M , fixed outside a regular neighborhood of the knot, which permutes
the kinks. Another example is provided by embedding a (2, 2n) torus link into a
regular neighborhood of any knot in M .
How many different homology classes can be obtained via these examples? That
is, do examples built this way all turn out to be homologous, or are there many
distinct homology classes constructed the same way?
It turns out that framing forces first homology to be nontrivial.
Proposition 2. For any 3-manifold M , K1(M) 6= 0.
Proof. Consider the one chain −A3 . (The diagram can be com-
pleted by any link in M .) Its boundary is
+A3 −A3
(
+A−3
)
= 0,
so it’s a cycle. It’s not a boundary for the usual reasons. There’s one with opposite
framings, too: −A−3 .
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There are many open questions concerning skein homology. For instance, what
is Kn(S
3)? More generally, how is the topology of a 3-manifold M reflected in
Kn(M)?
We have described homology related to the Kauffman bracket skein module.
Obviously, the same construction could be carried out using any other relations.
The 0-th level homology will recover the original skein module.
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